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ABSTRACT
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establishing, betWeen a sloW engine speed and a loW engine

FUEL MIXTURE COMBUSTION CONTROL
METHOD FOR A SPARK-IGNITION

speed, a curve of the limit values of the cylinder load above

INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE,

Which pre-ignition of the fuel mixture is favoured,

evaluating the effective cylinder load,

NOTABLY A SUPERCHARGED ENGINE

heterogeniZing, betWeen the sloW engine speed and the loW
engine speed, the fuel mixture When the evaluated load value

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

is close to the limit value established.
The method can consist in establishing, betWeen the sloW

The present invention relates to a method of controlling the
combustion of a fuel mixture for a spark-ignition intemal

engine speed and the loW engine speed, a cylinder load value

combustion engine, notably a supercharged engine.

curve from Which heterogeniZation of the fuel mixture is
started.
The method can consist in controlling the fuel injection
parameters of the fuel supply means to achieve heterogeni
Zation of the fuel mixture.
The method can consist, When the fuel supply means feed

It more particularly relates to a method intended for a direct

or indirect fuel injection supercharged engine, notably of

gasoline type.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

fuel directly into the combustion chamber, in carrying out at

As described in French patent application No. 2,897,900
?led by the applicant, this type of engine includes a cylinder
With a combustion chamber containing a fuel mixture.

least tWo successive fuel injections into said chamber to het

erogeniZe the fuel mixture.
20

This fuel mixture conventionally undergoes a compression
stage by the piston of this engine, then a combustion stage.
This combustion is performed under the effect of a spark
ignition, such as a spark plug.
As described in this patent application, this fuel mixture

The method can consist, When the fuel supply means feed

fuel into the combustion chamber indirectly through tWo
intake pipes, in carrying out dissymmetrical fuel injections to
heterogeniZe the fuel mixture.

thereof before the mixture is ignited, by the spark plug for

The method can consist in carrying out a fuel injection in
one of the pipes, then a fuel injection in the other pipe.
The method can consist in carrying out a fuel injection in
one of the pipes in a larger proportion than the fuel injection

example.

in the other pipe.

25

can undergo an abnormal combustion due to a pre-ignition

This abnormal combustion, Which is different from knock

The method can consist, When the fuel supply means feed
30

supercharged engines, Which have undergone a stage of

fuel directly and indirectly into the combustion chamber, in
carrying out a fuel injection through the fuel indirect supply

capacity reduction referred to as doWnsiZing. The purpose of
this stage is to reduce the siZe and the capacity of the engine

means and in feeding the fuel mixture into the combustion
chamber, then in carrying out a fuel injection in the combus

ing combustion, generally occurs With engines, mainly highly

While keeping the same poWer and the same torque as con

ventional engines, Which makes them likely to be subject to

tion chamber to obtain a fuel mixture.
35

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

pre-ignition.
Thus, considering the high pressures and the high tempera

Other features and advantages of the invention Will be clear
from reading the description hereafter, With reference to the

tures reached in the combustion chamber as a result of super

charging, an abnormal combustion start (or pre-ignition) can

40

occur, generally sporadically, and sometimes Well before

FIG. 1 shoWs an engine using the fuel mixture combustion
control method according to the invention, and

ignition of the fuel mixture by the spark plug takes place. This
notably occurs at high engine loads and loW engine speeds.
If this fuel mixture pre-ignition causes a violent abnormal
combustion, random and sporadic, it is referred to as rumble
and it can generate very high pressure levels in the combus

FIG. 2 shoWs engine load curves as a function of the rotat

ing speed (R) of this engine.
45

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

tion chamber (above 100 bars). These pressure levels that go
together With an increase in thermal transfers With the cylin

FIG. 1 shoWs a spark-ignition supercharged intemal-com

bustion engine 10, in particular of gasoline type.

der and the piston of the engine can cause partial or total

destruction of the moving elements of the engine, and the

50

This does in no Way rule out any other type of spark

ignition engine, like engines running on gas such as VNG

engine can even run out of order.

(Vehicular Natural Gas) or LPG (Lique?ed Petroleum Gas),

The present invention therefore aims to overcome the

aforementioned draWbacks by means of preventive action
alloWing to control, to limit or even to prevent pre-ignition of
the fuel mixture.

accompanying ?gures Wherein:

or other fuels based on biofuel, ethanol, etc.

This engine comprises at least one cylinder 12 With a
55

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

combustion chamber 14 generally delimited by the inner Wall
of the cylinder, the part of the cylinder head opposite the
piston that slides Within this piston and the top of the piston.
It is in this combustion chamber that combustion of a

mixture of air, preferably supercharged, and of fuel, a gaso

The present invention thus relates to a method of control

ling the combustion of a spark-ignition intemal-combustion

60

engine, in particular a supercharged engine, Wherein the
engine includes at least one cylinder With a combustion cham

intake pipe 20. This cylinder also comprises burnt gas exhaust

ber, intake means With at least one intake valve and an intake
pipe, exhaust means With at least one exhaust valve and an

exhaust pipe, and fuel supply means alloWing a fuel mixture
to be achieved in said combustion chamber, characterized in
that it consists in:

line fuel here for example, occurs.
The cylinder comprises air intake means 16 With at least
one valve 18, here tWo intake valves, associated each With an

65

means 22 With at least one exhaust valve 24 controlling each
an exhaust pipe 26.
Intake pipes 20 are connected to an intake manifold 28

supplied With air, preferably supercharged, through a delivery

US 8,210,152 B2
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As it is knoWn per se, this engine comprises a computing

line 30 While exhaust pipes 26 are connected to an exhaust
manifold 32 itself connected to an exhaust line 34.

and control unit 50 (or engine calculator) that conventionally

A supercharging device 36, a turbocompressor for
example, is arranged on this exhaust line. This turbocompres
sor comprises a turbine 38 scavenged by the exhaust gases

alloWs to control the operation of this engine.
This engine calculator is directly or indirectly connected
by conductors to the various detectors, probes and/or detec

circulating in the exhaust line and a compressor 40 connected
in rotation to the turbine so as to alloW compression of the
outside air and to alloW this intake air under pressure (or

tion means the engine is equipped With so as to be able to

supercharged air) into the intake manifold through line 30,

receive the signals emitted thereby (pressure in the combus
tion chamber, engine speed). These signals are processed by
computation, then the calculator controls, through control

then into combustion chambers 14 through intake pipes 20.
This cylinder further comprises ignition means 42, a spark

running thereof.

lines, the components of this engine so as to ensure smooth

plug for example, Which alloW to generate one or more sparks

In the case of the example shoWn in FIG. 1, spark plugs 42

alloWing the fuel mixture present in the combustion chamber
of the cylinder to be ignited.
This cylinder also comprises fuel supply means 44, here in
form of a fuel injector alloWing fuel to be directly fed into the
combustion chamber.
It comprises measuring means alloWing to evaluate the

are connected by control lines 52 to the engine calculator so as

load of cylinder (12).
By Way of example, these means include a pressure detec

to control the generation of sparks and the ignition time of the
fuel mixture. Injectors 44 are connected to this engine calcu
lator by control lines 54 so as to control the parameters of the
fuel injection into the combustion chambers, such as the
amount of fuel injected and/or the injection time. Pressure
20

in order to send thereto the signals representative of the pres
sure prevailing in the combustion chambers. Rotating speed

tor 46 arranged opposite the combustion chamber, Which
alloWs to measure the pressure prevailing Within this chamber
so as to subsequently deduce the engine load corresponding
to its mean indicated pressure MIP in bars

detectors 46 are connected by a conductor 56 to this calculator

detector 48 is connected to this calculator by an information
25

transmission Wire 58 alloWing the engine speed to be knoWn.
As is also Widely knoWn, this engine calculator comprises
maps or data charts alloWing to evaluate the parameters nec

(

essary for operation of the engine according to the different
running conditions thereof, such as the engine speed or the

1

Capacity [P v]

MIP : —

d

.

poWer required by the driver.
30

These measuring means can also be a torque detector (not

shown) that alloWs to deduce the engine load corresponding

Thus, some of these maps list, according to these various
running conditions, the evolution of quantities related to at
least one parameter representative of the state of the fuel

to its mean effective pressure MEP in bars

mixture during the combustion phase, such as the quantity
35

4n Torque

(MEP : m Capacity ]
Where Torque is the engine torque in NeWton per meter (N .m)

and Capacity the engine capacity in cubic decimeter (dcm3)).

related to the pressure prevailing in the cylinder, more com
monly referred to as cylinder pressure.

FIG. 2 shoWs the evolution of the engine load represented
by Way of non limitative example by the evolution of the MIP
(Mean Indicated Pressure in bar) in the engine cylinders as a
40

function of the rotating speed R of the engine (or engine
speed), in number of revolutions per minute (rpm).

By Way of example also, the engine load can correspond to
a fuel equivalent pressure (in bar) that meets the formula

In this ?gure, curve C1 shoWs the evolution of the maxi

mum engine load from the sloW rotating speed Rf of the

engine (generally corresponding to its idle rotating speed, of
Capacity

the order of 750 rpm) to a loW rotating speed Rb (generally
around 2000 rpm) beyond Which there are practically no

MCWbIMass of fuel (in gram (g))
NCVINet calori?c value (in joule per gram (j/g))

During many tests and simulations performed on an engine
that had been subjected to a stage of capacity reduction (or
doWnsiZed engine), the applicant has been able to underline
that the appearance of fuel mixture pre-ignition preferably

45

Mair *(D
Capacity or

pre-ignition phenomena.

for Which:
50

CapacityICapacity (in cubic decimeter (dcm3))

occurs When this fuel mixture is a homogeneous mixture and

MWIMass of air (in gram (g))

When the engine operates at loW engine speed (typically
beloW 2000 rpm) and high loads.
It has consequently been possible to determine, according

CIDIFueI/air ratio

1PSIStOichiometric fuel/air ratio

55

Of course, any other means can be used, such as ioniZation
probes, optical sensors, . . . .

An engine rotating speed (or engine speed) detector 48 is
also provided; it is preferably located on the crankshaft (not
shoWn) of this engine and it sends a signal representative of
this speed to the engine calculator. This speed measurement,

60

associated With an instantaneous torque measurement, alloWs
to reconstruct an image of the cylinder pres sure and therefore

to obtain an image of the engine load, the MEP here.
Thus, in the case of the present description, the cylinder
load corresponds to the MIP, the MEP or the fuel equivalent
pressure.

to the engine speed from the sloW engine speed Rf to value Rb
of the loW engine speed, a curve representative of the evolu
tion of the engine load (represented by curve C2) beyond
Which the appearance of pre-ignition is greatly favoured
(shaded area in FIG. 2).
The applicant has consequently decided to parametriZe the
engine calculator in such a Way that this engine operation

con?guration (homogeneous mixture+loW engine speed+
65

high loads) cannot alWays occur.
More precisely, preparation of the fuel mixture is degraded
from a load representative curve C3 (beloW curve C2),
betWeen values Rf and Rb, so that the mixture present in the

US 8,210,152 B2
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cylinder concerned is not a homogeneous fuel mixture When
the load reached in the cylinder concerned is that of the limit

injection betWeen the tWo intake pipes, for example by delay
ing fuel injection in one of the intake pipes in relation to the
other.
It is also possible to dissymmetriZe fuel deliveries by

curve C2.

This curve C3, as curve C2, Was established from simula

tions and computations in order to obtain in a quasi-certain
manner a heterogeneous fuel mixture When the engine load

injecting a large amount of fuel into one of the pipes and a
loWer amount of fuel (or no fuel at all) into the other.

reaches the value of curve C2.

The injection advance can also be degraded, for example
by injecting the fuel With the intake valves in open position.
The fuel mixture obtained in the cylinder concerned is

In the case of FIG. 1 and only by Way of example, during
engine operation, the engine calculator receives signals, on
the one hand, from engine rotating speed detector 48 alloWing

therefore a heterogeneous mixture and the appearance of the

pre-ignition phenomenon is strongly limited When the load of

to determine the engine speed and, on the other hand, from
pressure detector 46, alloWing to evaluate the MIP prevailing
in the cylinder, Which is the object of the measurements and is

this cylinder reaches that of curve C2.
It is also possible to use an internal-combustion engine
With direct fuel supply means 44 and indirect fuel supply

representative of the engine load.

means 44', both controlled by engine calculator 50.

In cases Where the engine speed is higher than value Rb, the
engine operates conventionally With a fuel injection intended

In this engine con?guration, fuel mixture heterogeneity

to obtain a homogeneous fuel mixture.

If the rotating speed is beloW Rb, like value R1 given by
Way of example in FIG. 2, the potential for obtaining pre

20

ignition of the fuel mixture for a load above value P2 of curve

C2 is high.
In this case, the calculator controls the various engine
actuators to start fuel mixture degradation operations as soon
as the value measured by pressure detector 46 alloWs to deter

25

of curve C3.

described above by Way of example and it encompasses any
variant and equivalent.

More precisely, the fuel injection parameters of the cylin
der considered are modi?ed When the cylinder load is greater
30

The invention claimed is:

1. A method of controlling the combustion of a spark

mixture When the load (deduced from the cylinder pressure
measured by detector 46) reached for this cylinder is close to
value P2 (P>P2>P1) of curve C2.

Thus, betWeen the load values ranging betWeen value P2 of

ignition internal-combustion engine, Wherein the engine
35

pipe, fuel supply means alloWing a fuel mixture to be
achieved in said combustion chamber and a spark ignition

device, comprising:
40

ture levels in the combustion chamber as a result of the pres
ence of fuel mixture Zones With different fuel/ air ratios due to

speed, a curve of the limit values of the load of the at least

45

This succession of injections, here a double injection con
50

prising establishing, betWeen the sloW engine speed and the
loW engine speed, a curve of the load values of cylinder from
Which heterogeniZation of the fuel mixture is started.
3. The control method as claimed in claim 1, further com

prising controlling the fuel injection parameters of fuel sup

This alloWs to achieve a fuel mixture that is not completely

homogeneous When the load in the cylinder concerned
reaches curve C2 for the engine speed considered.
In the case of another example, the internal-combustion
engine can be an indirect fuel injection engine With tWo intake
valves controlling each an intake pipe.
In order to obtain such an indirect-injection engine, fuel
direct supply means 44 and control line 54 illustrated in FIG.
1 are removed and replaced by fuel indirect supply means 44'
connected to engine calculator 50 by a control line 54'. These
fuel supply means are conventionally fuel injectors arranged
at the engine intake, at the level of the intake pipes.
Thus, to achieve heterogeneity of the fuel mixture from
curve C3, fuel injection is carried out by dissymmetriZing this

ture before the fuel mixture is ignited by the spark igni
tion device is favoured,
evaluating the effective cylinder load, and
heterogeniZing, betWeen the sloW engine speed and the loW
engine speed, the fuel mixture When the evaluated load
value is close to the limit value established.
2. The control method as claimed in claim 1, further com

that of curve C3.

trolled by the engine calculator through control line 54, has
the effect of delaying and degrading mixing of the fuel of the
second injection With the fuel mixture already present in the
combustion chamber and resulting from the ?rst injection.

establishing, betWeen a sloW engine speed and a loW engine
one cylinder above Which pre-ignition of the fuel mix

fuel vaporiZation.
By Way of ?rst example and according to the direct-inj ec
tion engine illustrated in FIG. 1, the fuel mixture heteroge
neity is created by at least tWo successive fuel injections
performed When the load of the cylinder considered reaches

includes at least one cylinder With a combustion chamber,
intake means With at least one intake valve and an intake pipe,
exhaust means With at least one exhaust valve and an exhaust

curve C2 and value P of curve C1, the heterogeneous fuel

mixture is statistically in a con?guration alloWing to limit the
appearance of pre-ignition.
This heterogeneity thus alloWs to create different tempera

mixture that Will limit the pre-ignition appearance probability
When the load reached is that of curve C2.
The present invention is not limited to the embodiments

mine that the load of this cylinder reaches or exceeds value P1

than or equal to value P1 of curve C3. These modi?cations
alloW to obtain a fuel mixture that is not a homogeneous

can be obtained through the direct fuel supply means.
Part of the fuel is therefore injected at the intake through
indirect supply means 44' and the fuel mixture thus obtained
is alloWed into the combustion chamber. Direct supply means
44 then feed fuel into the combustion chamber that already
contains this fuel mixture While creating a fuel mixture Zone
of very rich fuel/ air ratio.
The mixture eventually obtained is a quasi-strati?ed fuel

55

ply means to achieve heterogeniZation of the fuel mixture.
4. The control method as claimed in claim 3 Wherein fuel

supply means feed fuel directly into combustion chamber,

and controlling the fuel injection parameters of fuel supply
means to achieve heterogeniZation of the fuel mixture com
60

prises carrying out at least tWo successive fuel injections into
said chamber to heterogeniZe the fuel mixture.
5. The control method as claimed in claim 4, Wherein fuel
supply means feed fuel into combustion chamber indirectly

through tWo intake pipes, and controlling the fuel injection
65

parameters of fuel supply means to achieve heterogeniZation

of the fuel mixture comprises carrying out dissymmetrical
fuel injections to heterogeniZe the fuel mixture.

US 8,210,152 B2
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6. The control method as claimed in claim 5, wherein

ply means to achieve heterogeniZation of the fuel mixture

carrying out dissymmetrical fuel injections to heterogeniZe

comprises carrying out a fuel injection through fuel indirect

the fuel mixture comprises carrying out a fuel injection in one
supply means and in feeding the fuel mixture into the com
of the pipes, then a fuel injection in the other pipe.
bustion chamber, then in carrying out a fuel injection in the
7. The control method as claimed in claim 5, Wherein 5 combustion chamber to obtain a fuel mixture.
carrying out dissymmetrical fuel injections to heterogeniZe
9. The control method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the
the fuel mixture comprises carrying out a fuel injection in one
spark-ignition intemal-combustion engine is a supercharged

of the pipes in a larger proportion than the fuel injection in the

other pipe.

engine.

10. The control method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the
8. The control method as claimed in claim 3 Wherein fuel 10 spark ignition device is a spark plug.

supply means feed fuel directly into combustion chamber and
fuel supply means feed fuel indirectly into combustion cham

ber, and controlling the fuel injection parameters of fuel sup

